COLD RIVER
VODKA
40%
75CL

Discover a new appreciation of spirits
with the gluten-free vodka and gin that
deliver authentic handcrafted quality.
Cold River spirits are made with Maine
potatoes grown on their own farm and
triple-distilled for the perfect level of
refinement.
Cold River Vodka is the only ground-toglass potato vodka distillery in the United
States, located in Freeport, Maine. The
vodka’s water source is Maine’s Cold
River, which flows out of Evans’ Notch
and meanders its way through the former
potato fields of forested Fryeburg, and
filters through miles of underground
granite into the Cold River Aquifer, home
to some of our planets purest and most
refreshing water.
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COLD RIVER
B L U E B E R RY VO D K A
40%
75CL

COLD RIVER GIN
47%
75CL

An acre of potatoes can produce more
vodka than an acre of any other crop
that can be planted. So why aren’t more
distilleries producing potato vodka? The
simple answer is making vodka from
potatoes requires more steps and thus,
more time. But, on the positive side the
unfermented sugars left over after potato
vodka production – versus wheat-based
vodka production – lead to vodka with a
naturally smoother finish.
Each Cold River Vodka bottle is numbered
by hand to reflect its batch and ensure its
excellence. This is a super-premium, martiniquality, gluten-free vodka that is distinctive
among the world’s most sophisticated
spirits. Experience pure enjoyment with
this 100% Maine potato vodka.

If it is gin you are after, then discover
the perfect balance of botanical flavour
with Cold River's handcrafted gin. Like
their world-famous vodkas, our glutenfree gin is made with our own farmgrown potatoes and the pure water of
Maine's Cold River. Using a recipe that
dates back to the early days of British
gin, they use a secret blend of seven
traditional botanicals that are steeped for
the perfect amount of time to infuse the
essential flavours. The end result is a true
handcrafted American spirit that delights
the true gin lover with a perfectly dry,
exquisitely balanced and invigorating
taste experience.
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COLD RIVER
GIN

Cold River Gin is born of a traditional botanical recipe dating back to the earliest
days of British gin. The nose is juniper forward, resinous, bracing, and brilliantly fresh.
Supporting the juniper are citrus and coriander, followed by an appropriately floral
earthiness. The taste perfectly balances astringent, sap-like juniper and bitter lemon
with sweet orange and aromatic coriander. Juniper flavours deepen in the mid-palate
and are complimented by the rich bitterness of angelica root and cardamom. The
citrus elements finish first, leaving clean juniper flavour, the spice cardamom and the
bitterness of the angelica root. The finish is long, well balanced, warm and dry. Cold
River Gin is a spirit perfectly suited for a headlining role in classic cocktails such as the
Martini, the Negroni, the Gin Fizz, the White Lady, the Singapore Sling, and, of course,
the ubiquitous yet exquisite Gin & Tonic. Try it for your yourself; take a sip and step
back into the history of the spirit world.

COLD RIVER
VODKA
Cold River

Exceptionally smooth. Sweet, with berry
notes and hints of honey, lemon, lavender,
and gingerbread. A rare combination
of exquisite smoothness and interesting
nuance. Excellent stuff.

USA

TASTING
NOTE

NOSE
Juniper-rich, with notes of
pine resin, pepper and
nutmeg, a hint of clove too,
and sweet tangy citrus.

PALATE
Spicy and sweet, with lovely
zinging top notes of juniper,
lemon and star anise. It
becomes quite fruity with
a lovely suggestion of red
berries, perked up with black
pepper and cinnamon.

FINISH
Long and creamy, notes of
pepper and chilli warmth on
the tail.

COLD RIVER
B L U E B E R RY VO D K A
Discover the true taste of wild blueberries
with this 100% Maine potato vodka that
trades sugar and additives for the real
thing. An honest 80 proof blueberry
flavoured vodka that delivers real taste.
Cold River Blueberry Flavoured Vodka
is preferred by connoisseurs and
bartenders because it mixes well and
lacks the overpowering sweetness that
can ruin a fine cocktail. The real beauty of
its subtle flavour comes out even more
when sipped neat or on the rocks.
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THE PERFECT
BALANCE OF
BOTANICAL
FLAVOUR
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